
GOLD MINING

Gravitational Gold Washing Method

for Alluvial Gold Fields



Why Gravity Gold Washing?

Gold production with gravity is the most 
effective method for you to start 

producing gold in the fastest way with a 
lower investment. You can reach the result 

quickly with the facility to be made 
according to the conditions determined 
after the laboratory tests to be made.

Gravitational Gold Washing Method

for Alluvial Gold Fields

Alluvial gold ore are mainly mined from land surface or river 
or underground. There are various types of gold raw material: 
alluvial gold, placer gold, sand gold, river gold, gold tailing, etc. 
The main gold beneficiation process includes feeding, 
washing, sieving, rough separation, final concentration and 
refining. Because the gold density is much bigger than other 
minerals, so mainly use gravity separation.



PRE-GEOLOGICAL WORK

In all projects, in the beginning you only have a small information about mining field. May be a few rock samples, may be a few soil sample 
results from laboratory; This will be a sign to proving the existence of gold. Especially in Africa, Artisanal mining activities is a common proof for 
existence of gold. If you see a big artisanal mining activity on area, you can directly start from that point for exploration.

Before starting work in the field, existing reports and literature reviews should be done on the desk. The primary goal is to prepare before going 
to the field and collect the necessary details for the preliminary report without losing much time in the field. At this stage, a few soil samples 
and necessary commercial information are collected from the field. The sole purpose of all this pre-study and pre-field visit is to maximize the 
data we have prior to a commercial deal.

After lab results of soil samples and site explorations, we will decide to our future road map. There are too many options to upgrade our reserve 
knowledge. Maybe we can make Geophysics study. Or we can collect more soil samples, or we can have a XRF machine to have fast information. 
It is up to us to make all these decisions and choose.

KOCARI RESOURCES has a good infrastructure to support you both for consultancy and geological studies



PREPARING FOR FACILITY

Based on the decisions taken on these preliminary studies, it is necessary to 
collect more information for the facility to be established. Whether the area 
can be narrowed by Geophysics, or with the soil compatible XRF device to be 
taken, the presence of gold in the field can be taken quickly without waiting 
for the laboratory.

By using the advantage of being the soil of the field, we can get rid of drilling 
costs and use the hand auger drilling device and quickly take soil samples for a 
certain thickness from each region. We can make a reserve determination by 
approximately analyzing these lands with the XRF device we have.

In this process, a soil sample taken and representing a large area is sent to the 
company that will establish the facility or to another laboratory, and the 
technical characteristics that the facility to be established must have are
determined.



PROCUREMENT

According to the results obtained from all studies,
the project for the best facility is determined and a
tender is opened within this scope. The most logical
option is chosen and the purchase is made.

WATER & ENERGY MANAGEMENT

The water availability and energy requirement in the
field are the most important details for the facility.
AGL will be with you to offer the most optimal
options for you in this process.



BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Now, you are already producing the
gold. It is time to make big 

investment plans to beupgrade your 
mine projects. 
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